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The nuclear EoS at high density



A section (schematic)

of  a neutron star



            Motivations

1.  Set  the  uncertainity  in  the  many-body  treatment
     comparing different methods

2. Try  to  fix  constraints  on  the  quark phase  EoS
     comparing different simple model predictions with
     observations. 



      Comparing the computed EOS 
   
 B.  Possible transition to quark matter
       Comparing dfifferent simple models                                   
               
 C.  Neutron star structure 

 D.  Summary and conclusions 

OUTLOOO
K

A.  Formal comparison between different methods (sketch)
      in the hadronic sector



Two and three hole-line diagrams  in terms
 of the Brueckner G-matrixs

The BBG  expansion



Ladder diagrams for the scattering G-matrix
G
e

Q
VVG +=



Graphical representation of the Brueckner
                 self-consisten potential              



The ladder series for the three-particle
scattering matrix
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Three hole-line contribution



Neutron matter



Neutron matter



Evidence of convergence
. The final EOS is independent on the choice
  of the single particle potential
. The three hole-line contribution is small
   in the continuous choice



Alternative methods



Structure of the wave function



The energy in the CCM scheme



The  CCM  scheme  from the variational principle 

Problem  of the hard core



Incorporating the “G-matrix” in the CCM scheme



The variational method in its practical form

The problem of non-central correlations  



Channel dependent correlation factors

The pair distribution function



Summary of the  formal  comparison

1. The  CCM and BBG are essentially equivalent, which indicates that
the

      w.f. is of the type
!="

S
e 2

SS =,    if one gets the Brueckner approximation

Once the single particle potential is introduced, the methods 
are not variational at a given truncation.

2. The main differences in the variational method

        a) The correlation factors are local and momentum independent
            (eventually gradient terms).
        b) No single particle mean field is introduced, so that the meaning
             of “clusters” is quite different 
        c) Chain summations include long range correlations
             Short range 3-body cluster calculated in PRC 66 (2002) 0543308 



density  (fm-3)

E/A
(MeV
))

Comparison between BBG (solid line) 
                                       Phys. Lett. B 473,1(2000)
and variational calculations (diamonds) 
                                       Phys. Rev. C58,1804(1998)

Pure neutron  matter
Two-body forces only.



density (fm-3)

E/
A

  (
M

eV
)

Including TBF and extending the comparison to “very high”
density.
CAVEAT : TBF are not exactly the same. 



Confronting with “exact”  GFMC  for v6 and v8

Variational and GMFC : Carlson et al. Phys. Rev. C68, 025802(2003)
BBG : M.B. and C. Maieron, Phys. Rev. C69,014301(2004)



Neutron and Nuclear matter  EOS.
Comparison between BBG and variational method.



Symmetry energy
as a function of density

Proton fraction as a
function of density in
neutron stars

 AP  becomes superluminal and DU process  is at too  high density



              HHJ : Astrophys. J. 525, L45
(1999

        BBG  :  PRC 69 , 018801 (2004)
AP  : PRC 58, 1804 (1998)

The  baryonic Equations of State 



Summary  for the nucleonic sector

1. Similarities and differences  between variational and BBG

2. At  v6-v8  level excellent agreement between  var. and BBG
     as well as with GFMC  (at least up to 0.25  fm-3)
     for neutron matter.

3. For the full interaction  (Av18) good agreement between 
    var. and BBG up to 0.6 fm-3  (symmetric and neutron 
    matter).

4. The many-body  treatment of  nuclear  matter EOS  can be
    considered well understood. Main uncertainity is TBF at high
    density (above 0.6 fm-3).



Hyperon influence on hadronic EOS



Mass-Radius Mass-Radius relationrelation

• Inclusion of Y decreases the maximum mass value



H.J. Schulze et al.,  PRC 73, 058801 (2006)







                        CAVEAT

This picture is too simplified .
It neglects the isotopic effect. Nuclear matter
inside neutron stars is highly asymmetric and the 
possible transition to quark matter is located at
quite different densities than in symmetric matter.  



Including Quark matter

Since we have no theory which describes both confined and
 deconfined phases, we uses two separate  EOS for baryon
 and quark matter and assumes a first order phase transition.

a) Baryon EOS.                   BBG
                                              AP
                                              HHJ

b) Quark matter EOS.         MIT  bag model
                                              Nambu-Jona Lasinio
                                              Coloror dielectric model



The three baryon EOS for beta-stable neutron star matter
in the pressure-chemical potential plane.                       



MIT    bag   model. “Naive   version”



PRC , 025802  (2002)





1.1=Q! GeV
3!fm

Density dependent bag “constant”



 Density profiles of different
phases

MIT bag model



Evidence  for  “large”  mass  ?

Nice et al.  ApJ  634, 1242 (2005)                    
PSR J0751+1807                     M = 2.1 +/- 0.2

Ozel, astro-ph /0605106                                
EXO 0748 – 676                      M  >  1.8        

       
 Quaintrell et al.  A&A 401, 313 (2003)              
 NS in VelaX-1                         1.8 < M < 2      



Ozel,  2006 
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Non-perturbative  corrections ;
 Strange quark mass                

1
4
=a corresponds to the usual  MIT bag model

Alford  et   al. ,  ApJ  629 (2005) 969

Freedman & McLerran   1978



Maximum mass depends mainly on the parametrization
and  not on the transition point                                



HHJ

BBG



In any case  one needs an additional repulsion in
Quark matter at high density                                  



NJL  Model

The model is questionable at high density where the cutoff
can be comparable with the Fermi momentum                    



Including  Color Superconductivity in  NJL
Steiner,Reddy and Prakash 2002
Buballa & Oertel  2002.

Application to NS
CT  +  GSI ,      PLB  562,,153 (2003)



Mass radius relationship
Maximum  mass



NJL ,  the quark current masses as a function of density



Equivalence between NJL and MIT bag model above chiral
transition (two flavours). For NJL  B = 170 MeV

The pressure is zero at zero density ! (no confinement)



Trying a density dependent cutoff

(Work in progress)                     



The CDM model : the equation of state for symmetric matter
C. Maieron et al., PRD 70, 043010 (2004)
The model is confining



The CDM model : maximum mass of neutron star



The effective Bag constsnt in the CDM model



Some  (tentative)  conclusions

1. The transition to quark matter in NS looks likely,              
but the amount of quark matter depends on the quak 
matter model.                                                                   

2. If the “observed” high NS masses (about 2 solar mass)   
   have to be reproduced, additional repulsion is needed   

with respect to  “naive” quark models .                          
   The situation resembles the one at the beginning of NS  
  physics with the TOV solution for  the free  neutron gas

The confirmation of a mass definitely larger than 2
would be a major breakthrough

  3. Further constraints can come from other observational
data (cooling, glitches …….)                                      



PRC 66,  025802  (2002)



The Equation of State including the mixed phase
(Glendenning construction)



8.0=Q! GeV
3!fm



1.1=Q! GeV
3!fm



5.1=Q! GeV
3!fm



8.0=Q! GeV
3!fm



5.1=Q! GeV
3!fm



Mass radius relationship
Maximum mass





Using Glendenning construction



Transition to quark matter  in neutron stars



The CDM model : the equation of state in neutron star matter



It looks that if three-body forces produce the correct
saturation point, then also neutron matter EoS is, to a
large extent, fixed.   TBF can simulate boost corrections.

Without boost corrections

density (fm-3)

E/
A

 (M
eV

)



Symmetry energySymmetry energy



Alford & Reddy  PRC 67, 074024 (2003)
Including Color Sup. in MIT bag model
No  hyperons in  hadronic   EOS


